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Paradise Lost Style Analysis Essay 

 
Arguably the most beautiful imagery in all of Paradise Lost appears in Book 9 when Adam 
discovers Eve’s trespass and his subsequent reaction.  In a well-organized essay, analyze how 
Milton reveals Adam’s character and fatal flaw.  Consider such elements as imagery, selection of 
detail, and tone. 

 
Adam the while 

Waiting desirous her return, had wove 
Of choicest Flours a Garland to adorne     [ 840 ] 
Her Tresses, and her rural labours crown, 
As Reapers oft are wont thir Harvest Queen. 
Great joy he promis'd to his thoughts, and new 
Solace in her return, so long delay'd; 
Yet oft his heart, divine of somthing ill,     [ 845 ] 
Misgave him; hee the faultring measure felt; 
And forth to meet her went, the way she took 
That Morn when first they parted; 
…………………………….. 
 Adam, soon as he heard 
The fatal Trespass don by Eve, amaz'd, 
Astonied stood and Blank, while horror chill  
Ran through his veins, and all his joynts relax'd; 
From his slack hand the Garland wreath'd for Eve 
Down drop'd, and all the faded Roses shed: 
Speechless he stood and pale, till thus at length 
First to himself he inward silence broke.     [ 895 ] 

O fairest of Creation, last and best 
Of all Gods works, Creature in whom excell'd 
Whatever can to sight or thought be formd, 
Holy, divine, good, amiable, or sweet! 
How art thou lost, how on a sudden lost,     [ 900 ] 
Defac't, deflourd, and now to Death devote? 
Rather how hast thou yeelded to transgress 
The strict forbiddance, how to violate 
The sacred Fruit forbidd'n! som cursed fraud 
Of Enemie hath beguil'd thee, yet unknown,     [ 905 ] 
And mee with thee hath ruind, for with thee 
Certain my resolution is to Die; 
How can I live without thee, how forgoe 
Thy sweet Converse and Love so dearly joyn'd, 
To live again in these wilde Woods forlorn?     [ 910 ] 

  

http://www.dartmouth.edu/%7Emilton/reading_room/pl/book_9/notes.shtml#last2
http://www.dartmouth.edu/%7Emilton/reading_room/pl/book_9/notes.shtml#line901
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Paradise Lost, Book 9 “Garland of Flowers”  
 

General Directions: This scoring guide will be useful for most of the essays that you read.  The score that you 
assign should reflect your judgment of the quality of the essay as a whole—its content, style, and mechanics.  
Reward the writers for what they do well.  The score for an exceptionally well-written essay may be 
raised by one point above the otherwise appropriate score.  In no case may a poorly written essay be scored 
higher than a three (3).   
 
 
9-8 These essays offer a persuasive analysis of Milton’s use of devices to convey Adam’s character and 
fatal flaw.  The writers of these essays offer a range of interpretations; they provide convincing readings of 
both the character and fatal flaw and Milton’s use of devices such as imagery, selection of detail, and tone.  
They demonstrate consistent and effective control over the elements of composition in language appropriate 
to the analysis of poetry.  Their textual references are apt and specific.  Though they may not be error-free, 
these essays are perceptive in their analysis and demonstrate writing that is clear and sophisticated, and in 
the case of a nine (9) essay, especially persuasive. 
 
7-6  These essays offer a reasonable analysis of Milton’s use of devices such as imagery, selection of detail, 
and tone to convey Adam’s character and fatal flaw.  They are less thorough or less precise in their 
discussion of his character and flaw and Milton’s use of devices, and their analysis of the relationship 
between the two is less thorough or convincing.  These essays demonstrate the writer’s ability to express 
ideas clearly, making references to the text, although they do not exhibit the same level of effective writing 
as the 9-8 papers.  Essays scored a seven (7) present better-developed analysis and more consistent 
command of the elements of effective composition than do essays scored a six (6). 
 
5 These essays respond to the assigned task with a plausible reading of Milton’s use of devices such as 
imagery, selection of detail, and tone to convey Adam’s character and flaw, but tend to be superficial in their 
analysis of his character and of the devices.  They often rely on paraphrase, which may contain some analysis, 
implicit or explicit.  Their analysis of Adam’s character and flaw or of Milton’s use of devices may be vague, 
formulaic, or minimally supported by references to the text.  There may be minor misinterpretations of the 
poem.  These writers demonstrate some control of language, but their essays may be marred by surface 
errors.  These essays are not as well conceived, organized, or developed as 7-6 essays. 
 
4-3 These lower-half essays fail to offer an adequate analysis of the poem.  The analysis may be partial, 
unconvincing, or irrelevant, or may ignore the complexity of Adam’s character or Milton’s use of devices.  
Evidence from the poem may be slight or misconstrued, or the essays may rely on paraphrase only.  The 
writing often demonstrates a lack of control over the conventions of composition: inadequate development 
of ideas, accumulation of errors, or a focus that is unclear, inconsistent, or repetitive.  Essays scored a three 
(3) may contain significant misreading and/or demonstrate inept writing. 
 
2-1  These essays compound the weaknesses of the papers in the 4-3 range.  Although some attempt has 
been made to respond to the prompt, the writer’s assertions are presented with little clarity, organization, or 
support from the poem.  These essays may contain serious errors in grammar and mechanics.  They may offer 
a complete misreading or be unacceptably brief.  Essays scored a one (1) contain little coherent discussion of 
the poem. 
 
0 These essays give a response that is completely off topic or inadequate; there may be some mark or a 
drawing or a brief reference to the task. 
 
— These essays are entirely blank. 
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Sample A: 
Throughout Milton’s Paradise Lost, Milton skillfully uses imagery, detail, and tone to develop Adam’s 

character and reveal his fatal flaw.  He shows Adam shouldn’t have trusted Eve to go by herself because she 
was basically a newborn plus a woman on top of that.  Bad combo. 

Milton gives a deeper understanding of Adam’s emotions about Eve through the images he creates 
with his words.  He writes “her tresses” and “great joy” to show Adam loves Eve and is happy with her.   Also 
he is “desirous her return” and wants to crown her like his “harvest queen.”  But when he finds out she did 
what every woman does and listened to a snake with a apple, he dropped the garland and “horror chill” made 
him “slack.”   

Milton also uses tone to show how Adam is disappointed in Eve.  At first, he is all happy and 
excited.  It says he was “desirous” and felt “great joy.”  Later in the poem, he even calls her “holy, divine, good, 
amiable, or sweet.”  But the tone changes when he feels “horror chill” and calls her “defaced, deflour’d.”  
Instead of dropping her right then like he did the garland, he messes it up for the rest of us by “my resolution 
is to Die” because he can’t live without her.  Adam loves Eve way too much.  Who knows? God could have 
made him an even hotter chick if he made the right choice.   

The last thing Milton uses is imagery to compare Eve to a queen and Adam to a worker.  He writes 
“as reapers oft are wont thir harvest queen.” Adam serves her like he is a field worker (which I guess he is 
since they are working in the garden and he is picking flowers for her) and he is a slave to her “harvest 
queen” lovin.  Later he says “my resolution is to Die” like a slave would die for his queen.  Then Milton writes 
“these wilde woods forlorn” instead of it being a garden anymore to show there is no order or sense if Eve 
isn’t there with him.  This shows Adam loves Eve and thinks his life would be chaotic if she wasn’t there. 

Milton uses diction, tone, and imagery to show that Adam was too needy for his women and that 
maybe he shouldn’t have listened to his wife (that’s why men watch football now and ignore their wife). 
 
Sample B: 

In Paradise Lost by John Milton, Milton tells the story of Adam and Eve and their fall from grace.  
Throughout the novel he portrays Adam as a husband who would do anything for his wife, even if it brought 
on the fall of man.  Milton uses imagery and symbolism to convey his attitude about marriage and the fall of 
man. 
 When Eve is away from Adam is the image of a loving, doting husband.  He makes Eve a wreath of 
“choicest flowers a garland, to adorn her tresses.”  Milton uses this image to show that though he believes a 
husband should be the protector of his wife, he should still have an undying love for her and treat her as if 
she were a queen.  Adam shows his love towards Eve all throughout the novel, almost to the point of 
idolizing her.  It does not prove to be a problem until Adam finally does eat the fruit that was given to him 
by Eve.  His love for Eve runs so deep that he chose Eve over God and followed her to their demise. 
 When Adam learns of Eve eating from the Tree of Knowledge, Milton uses both imagery and 
symbolism to show how he believed their fall affected them morally.  When Eve tells Adam what she has 
done, Adam drops the wreath, a symbol of Eve’s fall and the loss of her beauty.  The image of “the garland 
wreath’d for Eve down drop’t” is a direct symbol of Eve’s fall.  Eve was the wreath and when she ate from the 
Tree, she dropped from God’s graces just as the wreath dropped from Adam’s hand.  It is also said that “all 
the faded roses shed,” symbolizing how Eve has shed her innocence through her fall.  Milton shows how Eve 
was a creature that was beautiful and whole, much like how the wreath was when Adam first made it.  After 
the fall, Eve lost her beauty by losing her innocent and become tainted by sin. 
 Milton’s ideas of marriage and the fall of man are shown in the various symbols and images that he 
uses in Paradise Lost.  He shows how men should pamper and take care of their wives, but not to the point 
where they choose their wives over God and forsake him like Adam did.  He also portrays how the fall of 
man destroyed an innocence that was beautiful and cursing mankind with sin. 
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Sample C: 
In the ninth book of Paradise Lost, Adam yearns for Eve and longs for her return after a brief 

separation.  During the separation, the floral and earthly imagery of Eve as the Harvest Queen shows her to 
be symbolic of Adam’s life in the garden, yet after her transgressions were told, the imagery of life lost is 
evident in Adam’s thoughts.  The first floral imagery illustrates Adam’s adoration of his wife and co-partner, 
yet the lifeless imagery afterwards demonstrates that Adam’s uxoriousness leads to blind acceptance and 
ultimately his demise. 
 While Adam is waiting for the return of his beloved Eve, he weaves “flours [into] a garland” to 
dignify her as the Harvest Queen.  Adam is portrayed as venerating her as the Queen of his life in Paradise.  
The symbolism of the garland made from the flowers of the verdant Garden makes Eve the symbol not only 
of the bounty of a Harvest but also as Queen, she is the overseer of sustenance and life in her kingdom.  The 
significance of the crown of flowers is two-fold: she is bountiful, productive, and beautiful as are the 
Garden’s flower, as well as the ruler and sovereign of the Garden and of Adam.  As the “reaper” in Eve’s 
Garden, Adam debases himself to servitude and elevates Eve above all, which may be considered his fatal 
flaw.  She provides Adam with sustenance through love and their separation, even for a few hours, depresses 
him and distracts him from his duties.  This relationship between Adam and Eve illustrates the pre-lapsarian 
marriage: a loving husband and an adored wife, not full of hatred and despair (as it later becomes) but of the 
true belief of a loving bond.   
 When Adam discovers that Eve has eaten the forbidden fruit from the Tree of Knowledge, the 
imagery changes from an earthly tone to one of life lost.  Like the garland he drops, Adam believes that Eve is 
“defac’t, deflour’d and now to Death devote.”  Eve has lost her eternal life and her sovereignty as she is no 
longer the “Harvest Queen.”  The imagery ties in with the symbolism of the roses falling from the garland.  
She no longer encompasses life; the roses fall and fade to signify that her role has now changed and she will 
be associated with death instead of bountiful life.  This leads to Milton’s assertion that, while Man and 
Woman are supposed to love, respect, and adore one another, misplaced allegiances and love will lead to 
death.  Adam’s fatal flaw then results from his elevation of Eve to the status of Queen, perhaps even to the 
status of his goddess, which misplaces his love for and obedience to God.   Therefore, Adam fell because of 
love, not because of guile and trickery.  Milton shows us that a love so strong that even sin cannot break it 
may be too much, may even be a sin in itself.  
 Although Milton shows signs of the special bond that a marriage should entail with true love and 
devotion, the obvious attitude towards love taken too far is that it leads to man’s demise.  Adam was blinded 
by Eve’s beauty and should have been swayed by his devotion to his authoritative God.  Therefore, Eve is 
seen as the death of man with the capability of causing Adam to sin with something so endearing as love. 


